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Loglines
Enjoy the Greatest Show on Dirt with the Ghost Players, the Harlem Globe Trotters of Baseball,
as they travel the world as warm hearted, comedic ambassadors of the best that the American
Heartland has to offer – baseball, tomfoolery, and good old-fashioned family fun.
GHOST PLAYER follows a group of aging Iowa locals who have come together for the love of
baseball and dreams. This documentary, told through the lens of an appliance salesman, tells an
uplifting, inspirational, sometimes tragic, and often hilarious story of how a group of middle-aged
men gave up on their childhood dreams, are offered one chance to bring those dreams back to life,
and take it.

The Ghostplayers Baseball Team Tip Their Caps One Last Time on Their Final Appearance in 2007
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50 Word Synopsis
GHOST PLAYER chronicles the adventures and misadventures of an unlikely team of middle aged
baseball players. In 1989, Hollywood shot the movie FIELD of DREAMS in Iowa. Little did anyone
know this blockbuster would spawn a comedic baseball show that would have an 18-year run and
travel the world?

125 Word Synopsis
GHOST PLAYER tells the story of how this zany team ranging from a farmer to a state
representative moved audiences around the world and changed the players’ lives forever. From
Dyersville, we follow the Ghost Players around the world as warm hearted, comedic ambassadors
of the best that the American Heartland has to offer – baseball, tomfoolery, and good old-fashioned
family fun. We see them bring the comfort that only baseball can give to men and women stationed
in the military in the far-flung corners of the world. But most of all, we witness how America’s
favorite pastime and a Hollywood movie set can give one group of men from a small Iowa town a
second chance to live the life they’ve always dreamed.

200 Word Synopsis
GHOST PLAYER is a documentary that chronicles the adventures and misadventures of a
boisterous and unlikely team of middle aged Iowa baseball players. In 1989, Hollywood went
to Iowa to shoot FIELD of DREAMS. Little did anyone know this blockbuster would spawn a
comedic baseball show starring local ballplayers that would have an 18 year run and travel the
world. GHOST PLAYER tells the story of how this zany team ranging from a hog farmer to a state
representative moved audiences around the world and changed the players’ lives forever. From
Dyersville, we follow the Ghost Players around the world as warm hearted, comedic ambassadors
of the best that the American Heartland has to offer – baseball, tomfoolery, and good old-fashioned
family fun. We see them bring the comfort that only baseball can give to men and women stationed
in the military in the far-flung corners of the world. But most of all, we witness how America’s
favorite pastime and a Hollywood movie set can give one group of men from a small Iowa town
a second chance to live the life they’ve always dreamed. The Greatest Show on Dirt; “one part
baseball and two parts vaudeville.” Chicago Tribune.
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